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If you are in the business of fashion or beauty, you are fully aware that your appearance and presentation is 95%
of your reputation. Being in the position as the Fashion Editor of DList Magazine, I am constantly getting looked at
what I am wearing, how I style my hair and how I wear my makeup.

Recently, I’ve been getting compliments on my skin and how clear my complexion is. Let me tell you…. it
wasn’t always this way! For years I struggled with dry skin, red patches and slight rosacea. The day I received an
offer to try facial treatments at DERMASPACE skincare studio, I was a bit hesitant as I had never received a facial
and was advised by friends in the beauty industry a chemical facial would be very harsh for my type of skin.
Being a woman, you hear all kinds of horror stories from your girlfriends of facials that have gone wrong. The
last thing I need is for my skin to peel off my face for an entire week.
Prior to booking my first treatment I did my research on
the process and found the Iderm® Treatment. It is a
natural, low-level form of electricity to infuse the skin with
restorative vitamins and minerals. DERMASPACE is the
only skincare studio in the Pacific Northwest certified to
offer the Iderm®Treatment.
First off, the studio is so quaint and comfortable.
Owner, Jody Leon, and his staff make you feel right at
home with cozy private rooms that include a personal
massage bed, down comforter and soothing tunes to
help distress and relax the mind and body. Jody is a
master at his craft, explaining the natural ingredients
going into each step of the process and the benefits to
your skin.
After the first two treatments I started seeing results immediately.
After my third treatment my skin began to heal and restore itself.
Now my skin is healthy, firm, glowing, has less irritation and
practically no inflammation. I won’t say I never break out because I
still do but not as frequent and not as severe. Most importantly I
now have a solution. I am a firm believer in this treatment and
Jody. I am a regular client at DERMASPACE and refer all who ask
about my skin to Jody’s skincare studio.

DERMASPACE is located at 509 Olive Way, Suite 1501, Seattle,
WA 98101. Visit the DERMASPACE website at
http://www.dermaspace.com for more information and to schedule
your appointment.
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